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Abstract

The giant northern-hemisphere storm that erupted on Saturn in December

2010 triggered significant changes in stratospheric temperatures and species

abundances that persisted for more than a year after the original outburst.

The stratospheric regions affected by the storm have been nicknamed “bea-

cons” due to their prominent infrared-emission signatures (Fletcher, L.N. et

al. [2011]. Science 332, 1413). The two beacon regions that were present

initially merged in April 2011 to form a single, large, anticyclonic vortex

(Fletcher, L.N. et al. [2012]. Icarus 221, 560). We model the expected pho-

tochemical evolution of the stratospheric constituents in the beacons from the

initial storm onset through the merger and on out to March 2012. The results

are compared with longitudinally resolved Cassini/CIRS spectra from May

2011. If we ignore potential changes due to vertical winds within the bea-

con, we find that C2H2, C2H6, and C3H8 remain unaffected by the increased

stratospheric temperatures in the beacon, the abundance of the shorter-lived
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CH3C2H decreases, and the abundance of C2H4 increases significantly due to

the elevated temperatures, the latter most notably in a secondary mixing-

ratio peak located near mbar pressures. The C4H2 abundance in the model

decreases by a factor of a few in the 0.01-10 mbar region but has a significant

increase in the 10-30 mbar region due to evaporation of the previously con-

densed phase. The column abundances of C6H6 and H2O above ∼30 mbar

also increase due to aerosol evaporation. Model-data comparisons show that

models that consider temperature changes alone underpredict the abundance

of C2Hx species by a factor of 2–7 in the beacon core in May 2011, suggest-

ing that other processes not considered by the models, such as downwelling

winds in the vortex, are affecting the species profiles. Additional calculations

indicate that downwelling winds of order −10 cm s−1 near ∼0.1 mbar need

to be included in the photochemical models in order to explain the inferred

C2Hx abundances in the beacon core, indicating that both strong subsid-

ing winds and chemistry at elevated temperatures are affecting the verti-

cal profiles of atmospheric constituents in the beacon. We (i) discuss the

general chemical behavior of stratospheric species in the beacon region, (ii)

demonstrate how the evolving beacon environment affects the species vertical

profiles and emission characteristics (both with and without the presence of

vertical winds), (iii) make predictions with respect to compositional changes

that can be tested against Cassini and Herschel data, and higher-spectral-

resolution ground-based observations of the beacon region, and (iv) discuss

future measurements and modeling that could further our understanding of

the dynamical origin, evolution, and chemical processing within these unex-

pected stratospheric vortices that were generated after the 2010 convective
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event.
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1. Introduction1

The pristine, hazy appearance of Saturn, with its muted atmospheric2

banding, is known to be disturbed on rare occasions by enormous convective3

storms dubbed “Great White Spots” (e.g., Sanchez Lavega, 1982; Sanchez4

Lavega and Battaner, 1987). In December 2010, one such gigantic storm5

system erupted at northern mid-latitudes on Saturn (Sánchez-Lavega et al.,6

2011; Fischer et al., 2011; Fletcher et al., 2011). The “head” of the storm7

drifted westward with the prevailing zonal winds, leaving a turbulent wake of8

fresh cloud particles. Within a couple of months of the storm onset, the storm9

head had caught up with its wake “tail” to form a distinct planet-encircling10

band of clouds that persisted for more than a year after the storm’s initial ap-11

pearance (e.g., Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2012; Sayanagi et al., 2013). Although12

the convective disturbance originated in the troposphere and had a notable13

effect on the cloud structure, lightning activity, atmospheric dynamics, ther-14

mal structure, and distribution of molecular species within the troposphere15

(Fischer et al., 2011; Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2011, 2012; Fletcher et al., 2011,16

2012; Hurley et al., 2012; Sanz-Requena et al., 2012; Janssen et al., 2013;17

Laraia et al., 2013; Sayanagi et al., 2013; Dyudina et al., 2013; Sromovsky18

et al., 2013; Achterberg et al., 2014; Trammell et al., 2014), the storm also19

had some profound and unexpected consequences for higher-altitude regions.20
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In particular, temperatures in the stratosphere were found to be greatly el-21

evated in latitude regions associated with the storm, perhaps as a result22

of momentum and energy redistribution from vertically-propagating atmo-23

spheric waves generated from tropospheric convective plume activity and/or24

from dynamical compression within the resulting vortex region (Sayanagi25

and Showman, 2007; Fletcher et al., 2011, 2012). In addition, the gas-phase26

abundances of ethylene and water were inferred to have increased by roughly27

two orders of magnitude in these high-temperature stratospheric regions in28

the months after the storm onset (Hesman et al., 2012; Cavalié et al., 2012).29

The strong stratospheric temperature increase was initially confined to30

two broad air masses nicknamed “beacons” due to their distinctive bright sig-31

natures at infrared wavelengths (Fletcher et al., 2011). These two initial air32

masses, centered at different longitudes/latitudes and associated with zonal33

winds of different relative velocities, encountered each other in April 2011,34

at which point the two beacons merged into a single, enormous, anticyclonic35

vortex (Fletcher et al., 2012). Temperatures within the initial two beacons36

rose rapidly in the months before the merger, intensified and reached a maxi-37

mum in the combined beacon vortex after the merger, and then cooled slowly38

but steadily from May 2011 onward (Fletcher et al. 2012; see also Fletcher39

et al. 2011; Hesman et al. 2012).40

The Cassini spacecraft was in a prime position to track the evolution41

of the storm and its associated beacon features. Figure 1 shows the verti-42

cal temperature profiles derived by Fletcher et al. (2012) from spectra ac-43

quired with the Composite Infrared Spectrometer (CIRS) instrument aboard44

Cassini . These temperature retrievals were obtained from spectra coadded45
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May 4, 2011
beacon average

May 4, 2011
hot beacon core

Figure 1: Evolution of the vertical temperature profiles within one of the initial beacons

(‘B1’) and the merged beacon (‘B0’) as a function of time after the storm onset, as re-

trieved by Fletcher et al. (2012) from Cassini CIRS spectra coadded from regions within

±5◦ latitude and ±10◦ longitude of the beacon centers. Dates of the observations are

color-coded, as labeled. The actual retrievals are shown by the thicker lines, while the

thinner lines at high altitude show model profiles artificially expanded beyond the pres-

sure range of CIRS sensitivity (i.e., the actual published CIRS retrievals extend to ∼ 10−3

mbar, although note that the nadir temperature retrievals lose their sensitivity beyond the

∼0.5–230 mbar range). Although our photochemical models require extensions to higher

altitudes, no simultaneous temperature data exist for the beacon regions at such high

altitudes. The dotted line represents the retrieved thermal profile from the hottest region

of the beacon on May 4, 2011. Figure is adapted from Fletcher et al. (2012).

over broad areas of the beacons (i.e., within ±10◦ longitude, ±5◦ latitude of46

the beacon center) — temperatures within the hottest regions at the beacon47
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centers were even higher. For example, on May 4, 2011, after the merger,48

2-mbar temperatures at the central “core” of the beacon reached ∼220 K,49

about 80 K greater than the pre-storm temperature (Fletcher et al. 2012;50

see also Hesman et al. 2012), whereas the broader-scale averages indicated51

temperatures of ∼210 K at 2 mbar.52

Figure 2: The ethylene mole fraction predicted from the photochemical model presented

in Hesman et al. (2012) (dashed line), compared with the Hesman et al. (2012) retrieval

from 2.5 cm−1-resolution CIRS beacon spectra from May 2011 (green solid line). Note the

strongly peaked behavior between 0.1-1 mbar and the very large increase in the retrieved

C2H4 mole fraction compared with pre-storm predictions. Figure is adapted from Hesman

et al. (2012).

The higher temperatures resulted in increased infrared emission, making53
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molecular bands from trace stratospheric constituents easier to identify. One54

such example is ethylene (C2H4), which was not identified in CIRS spec-55

tra before the storm at northern mid-latitudes, but which was detected by56

Hesman et al. (2012) in the post-storm beacon region in May 2011, from57

both Cassini CIRS data and ground-based infrared observations. Hesman58

et al. (2012) derived stratospheric temperatures at ∼0.5–5 mbar using the ν459

band of methane (CH4) in the 1250–1311 cm−1 wavenumber region, which60

then allowed them to retrieve the C2H4 abundance from the observed ethy-61

lene emission band near 950 cm−1. The retrievals of the ethylene abundance62

profile are complicated by the possibility that the C2H4 emission may not63

originate from the 0.5–5-mbar pressure levels where the temperatures are64

best constrained; however, the Hesman et al. (2012) analysis clearly indi-65

cates that the ethylene abundance in May 2011 was significantly increased66

in the beacon region at ∼10–10−2 mbar in comparison with pre-storm ob-67

servations and expectations (Fig. 2). In fact, Hesman et al. (2012) found68

that their pre-storm photochemical-model profile for C2H4 would need to be69

increased uniformly by almost two orders of magnitude in order to reproduce70

the observed ethylene emission from the beacon, whereas their photochemi-71

cal models predicted only a factor of ∼2 increase in the C2H4 mixing ratio72

due to the elevated temperatures in the beacon. Hesman et al. (2012) ex-73

plored several ideas as to the mechanisms that could be the cause of the74

C2H4 enhancement, but they did not come up with a definitive conclusion.75

Figure 2 shows their predicted pre-storm ethylene profile, in comparison with76

their post-storm beacon retrievals from May 2011. Note the large post-storm77

“peak” in C2H4 in the mbar region.78
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Acetylene was also observed to increase in the beacon region after the79

merger (Fletcher et al., 2012; Hesman et al., 2014), albeit less dramatically80

than ethylene. In contrast, a preliminary analysis by Hesman et al. (2014)81

indicates that CH3C2H, C3H8, and C4H2 exhibit little or no enhancement in82

the beacon, and Fletcher et al. (2012) find that the beacon enhancement of83

C2H6 was at the level of retrieval uncertainty and therefore inferred to be84

smaller than that of C2H2.85

In an attempt to explain these observations, Cavalié et al. (2015) used a86

photochemical model to track the expected evolution of hydrocarbon chem-87

istry in the beacon region. Their models predicted a small factor of ∼388

increase in the C2H4 abundance at mbar pressures due to the elevated bea-89

con temperatures — an amount that is insufficient to explain the observed90

ethylene emission reported by Hesman et al. (2012). The Cavalié et al. (2015)91

model also predicted very little change in the acetylene (C2H2) and ethane92

(C2H6) abundances at mbar pressures due to the elevated beacon tempera-93

tures, in contrast to the post-merger beacon observations of Fletcher et al.94

(2012) and Hesman et al. (2014).95

In this paper, we further explore the theoretical chemical evolution of96

stratospheric hydrocarbon and oxygen species in the storm beacon region in97

an attempt to reconcile models and observations and to better understand98

the physical and chemical conditions within this unusual stratospheric anti-99

cyclonic vortex on Saturn.100
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2. Photochemical Model101

To calculate the vertical distribution of stratospheric species in the beacon102

region on Saturn, we use the Caltech/JPL KINETICS code developed by Yuk103

L. Yung and Mark Allen (Allen et al., 1981; Yung et al., 1984) to solve the104

coupled one-dimensional (1-D) continuity equations for each species i in the105

model:106

∂ni

∂t
+
∂Φi

∂z
= Pi − Li (1)

where ni is the number density (cm−3), Φi is the vertical flux (cm−2 s−1), and107

Pi and Li are, respectively, the chemical production and loss rates (cm−3 s−1)108

of the i-th species, all of which are explicit functions of time t and altitude109

z. The flux term is calculated for the vertical direction only and includes110

transport by molecular diffusion, eddy diffusion, and potential vertical winds:111

Φi = −niDi

(
1

ni

dni

dz
+

1

Hi

+
(1 + αi)

T

dT

dz

)
−

niKzz

(
1

ni

dni

dz
+

1

Ha

+
1

T

dT

dz

)
+ niw (2)

where Di is the molecular diffusion coefficient (cm2 s−1), Hi is the pressure112

scale height (cm) of the i-th constituent, Ha is the pressure scale height (cm)113

of the background atmosphere, T is the temperature (K), αi is the thermal114

diffusion factor (e.g. Chamberlain and Hunten, 1987), Kzz is the vertical eddy115

diffusion coefficient (cm2 s−1), and w is the vertical wind velocity (cm s−1).116

Vertical winds are typically neglected in 1-D models, given that such models117

are most often intended to describe global, steady-state averages; however,118

we include vertical winds in some specific test cases to better describe the119

behavior in the beacon vortex.120
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The hydrocarbon chemical reaction mechanism in our model is taken from121

Model C of Moses et al. (2005), with updates to several association reactions122

(including radiative association) based on the recommendations of Vuitton123

et al. (2012), and updates to several reactions involving C3Hx species based124

on recommendations of Hébrard et al. (2013). The rate coefficients for re-125

actions involving oxygen species are taken from Moses et al. (2000b). The126

model contains 70 hydrocarbon and oxygen species that interact via ∼500127

chemical reactions. Condensation and evaporation of water (H2O), diacety-128

lene (C4H2), and benzene (C6H6) are considered in a manner described in129

Moses et al. (2000b). The expressions for the vapor pressures of H2O, C4H2,130

and C6H6 over their respective ices are taken from Marti and Mauersberger131

(1993), Orton et al. (2014), and Reid and Prausnitz (1987); see also Fray and132

Schmitt (2009). Model calculations are performed for 34◦ planetocentric lat-133

itude (∼40◦ planetographic latitude), relevant to the beacon center after the134

merger, and we consider diurnally averaged fluxes, fixed seasonal parameters135

near equinox, and a low-to-average solar ultraviolet flux (see Moses et al.,136

2000a, for details). These choices are appropriate for the beacon situation in137

2010-2011, and none have much influence on the time-variable results over138

the short time period of the beacon model.139

The model atmospheric grid contains 198 pressure levels, ranging from140

5.1 bar to 10−8 mbar. At the lower boundary, the helium and methane mole141

fractions are fixed at, respectively, 0.119 (Conrath and Gautier, 2000) and142

4.7× 10−3 (Fletcher et al., 2009), and the carbon monoxide mole fraction is143

fixed at 1.0× 10−9, which is the upper limit for tropospheric CO derived by144

Cavalié et al. (2009). All other trace species are assumed to have a concen-145
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tration gradient of zero at the lower boundary, which causes these species to146

flow through the lower boundary at a maximum possible velocity. The lower147

boundary is far removed from the stratospheric region of interest in this prob-148

lem, and our choice of the lower boundary condition for the photochemically149

produced species has no effect on our results. Atomic H, some of which is150

produced photochemically in the high-altitude thermosphere and ionosphere151

above the top of our model, is assumed to have a downward flux of 1.0× 108
152

cm2 s−1 at the upper boundary of our model, whereas all other species are153

given zero flux boundary condition at the top of the model (cf. Moses et al.,154

2000a, 2005). Water, CO, and CO2 are assumed to be introduced to the at-155

mosphere from external sources (Feuchtgruber et al., 1997, 1999; de Graauw156

et al., 1997; Moses et al., 2000b; Bergin et al., 2000; Cavalié et al., 2009, 2010).157

The ultimate origin of the external oxygen compounds is uncertain. Guerlet158

et al. (2010) demonstrate from back-of-the-envelope calculations that Ence-159

ladus could be the dominant source (see also Jurac and Richardson, 2007;160

Cassidy and Johnson, 2010; Hartogh et al., 2011; Fleshman et al., 2012),161

while Cavalié et al. (2010) favor a relatively recent cometary impact within162

the past ∼200–250 years. For simplicity, we assume that the external oxygen163

species are introduced to the atmosphere through ablation of small icy grains,164

with assumed influx rates of 8.5× 105 H2O molecules cm−2 s−1, 4.1× 105 CO165

molecules cm−2 s−1, and 1.2× 105 CO2 molecules cm−2 s−1 (cf. Moses et al.,166

2000b). These fluxes, in combination with our inferred pre-storm Kzz profile,167

thermal structure, and chemical reaction mechanism, reproduce the observed168

global-average stratospheric abundances of H2O and CO2 from observations169

from the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) (de Graauw et al., 1997; Feucht-170
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gruber et al., 1997, 1999; Moses et al., 2000b).171

The temperature-pressure profiles adopted in the model are shown in172

Fig. 1. The pre-storm temperature profile is taken from CIRS temperature173

retrievals averaged over 36–44◦ planetographic latitude from spectra acquired174

in May-August 2010 (see Section 3). The profiles adopted after the storm175

onset (hereafter called “post-storm”) are the Fletcher et al. (2012) retrievals176

from coadded CIRS spectra acquired from within a 10◦ latitude and 20◦ lon-177

gitude region centered over the initial ‘B1’ and merged ‘B0’ beacons from 18178

separate dates ranging from January 2, 2011 (∼1 month after storm onset)179

to March 14, 2012 (last available data from the Fletcher et al. 2012 study; see180

Fig. 1). The May 4, 2011 CIRS observations are of particularly high quality181

(i.e., high signal-to-noise ratio), and we adopt the retrieved temperatures182

from the hottest longitude region at the beacon core (see the dotted line in183

Fig. 1) for some models. Although the CIRS temperature retrievals are most184

sensitive to the ∼0.5–230 mbar pressure region, Fletcher et al. (2012) present185

retrieved temperatures over a broader range from 10 bar to 10−3 mbar, and186

we adopt these values over that entire pressure range. At higher altitudes,187

we smoothly (and arbitrarily) connect the Fletcher et al. (2012) profiles to188

a thermospheric temperature profile derived from Voyager Ultraviolet Spec-189

trometer (UVS) occultation observations (Vervack and Moses, 2015). Note190

that the full 198-level pressure range was used in the retrievals from the191

hot beacon core shown by the dotted line in Fig. 1, which is why the high-192

altitude profile for that curve differs from the others. We will show results193

assuming both of these May 4, 2011 profiles, with the hot-beacon core pro-194

file referred to as the “hot” nominal model, and the beacon-average profile195
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as the “beacon-average” nominal model. We then determine the complete196

background atmospheric grid for these temperature profiles by assuming hy-197

drostatic equilibrium. That is, the pressure grid is kept constant for the198

different dates, and the altitude and density profiles are calculated from199

the temperature-pressure profiles via solution of the hydrostatic-equilibrium200

equation.201

Our modeling procedure is to first run the photochemical model for the202

fixed-season, pre-storm conditions at 40◦ planetographic latitude, allowing203

the solution to converge and reach a steady state. The eddyKzz profile, which204

is a free parameter in the model, is adjusted in this pre-storm model (see205

Fig. 3) until the C2H6 and C2H2 mixing ratios are consistent with the CIRS206

pre-storm emission at the relevant 40◦ latitude. The scaling factors — i.e., the207

uniform-with-altitude multiplicative factors — that the model mixing-ratio208

profiles need to be scaled by to reproduce the pre-storm (May-August 2010)209

CIRS zonal-mean nadir spectra are shown in Fig. 4 (see also the discussion210

of these observations in Section 3). The pre-storm model underestimates the211

acetylene abundance slightly, such that the C2H2 profile needs to be scaled212

by 1.07 to fit the CIRS spectra at 40◦ planetographic latitude, whereas the213

pre-storm model overestimates ethane slightly, such that the model C2H6214

mixing ratios need to be scaled by ∼0.91 to explain the pre-storm ethane215

emission at that latitude. In fact, although the reaction mechanism used in216

this study provides a good representation of the global-average hydrocarbon217

abundances on Saturn (e.g., Moses et al., 2005), existing 1-D photochemical218

models for Saturn do not reproduce the CIRS observations for the meridional219

distribution — and in some cases the vertical distribution — of all observed220
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Figure 3: The eddy diffusion coefficient (Kzz) profile adopted in our models (solid line),

along with the CH4 molecular diffusion coefficient profile for the pre-storm thermal profile

(dashed line) and the post-storm “hot” beacon core thermal profile from May 4, 2011

(dotted line). Note that because the Kzz profile is defined as a function of pressure and

because the temperature profiles are similar at high altitudes, the methane homopause

pressure level (i.e., where Kzz equals the CH4 molecular diffusion coefficient) does not

change between the pre-storm and post-storm models.

hydrocarbon species at all locations on Saturn (Moses and Greathouse, 2005;221

Guerlet et al., 2009, 2010; Sinclair et al., 2013; Hue et al., 2015). Some of the222

model-data mismatch likely results from the lack of atmospheric circulation223

in the photochemical models, but the chemistry itself may also be incomplete224

or inaccurate. It is precisely for this reason that the elevated temperatures225
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within the beacon region provide a useful “laboratory” test case to evaluate226

the viability of the chemical mechanism, or at least to provide insight into227

the key temperature-sensitive reactions involved in stratospheric chemistry228

on Saturn.229

Once a pre-storm Kzz profile has been established, we use the converged230

pre-storm photochemical-model solution as our initial condition and run the231

time-variable model for 40◦ planetographic latitude, starting at December 5,232

2010 with the pre-storm temperatures, and then let the temperature pro-233

files (and atmospheric grid) vary as a function of time for the 15 months234

for which CIRS beacon data have been reported. The observational data235

are spaced unevenly in time, and we simply update the model temperature236

profiles at the halfway point between each of the observations. This choice of237

when to update the thermal structure is arbitrary and can affect the results238

for the shortest-lived molecules (including C2H4), but modifications to this239

assumption result in only small differences in the quantitative conclusions.240

The ending mole-fraction profiles for the results from one time segment at241

one temperature are passed on to the next run as initial conditions for the242

new temperature sequence. The stratospheric gas abundances thus evolve243

with time as the temperatures in the beacon regions change. For our initial244

set of models, we ignore any dynamical or eddy-diffusion changes within the245

beacon region, keeping Kzz fixed at pre-storm values, but we later explore246

how vertical winds affect the results.247
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Figure 4: Zonal mean retrievals of pre-storm conditions derived from CIRS nadir data

from May-August 2010 as a function of planetographic latitude: temperatures (a), and

scaling factors for acetylene (b), ethane (c). The scaling factors are uniform-with-height

multiplicative factors that have been applied to the mixing-ratio profiles predicted by our

pre-storm photochemical model, with several model iterations conducted to ensure that

these scaling factors are close to unity at the location of the beacon core (approximately

40◦N). Note that ethylene is not detected in these pre-storm observations, as is consistent

with the predictions from the pre-storm model.
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3. Observations and Spectral Modeling248

The observations discussed in this paper were obtained from the Cassini249

CIRS Fourier transform spectrometer (Flasar et al., 2004), using the mid-250

infrared focal planes (FP3, covering 600-1000 cm−1; FP4, covering 1100-1500251

cm−1). We adopt without modification the Fletcher et al. (2012) retrievals of252

the average thermal structure within the beacons from CIRS observations ac-253

quired in 2010-2012 with a variety of observing strategies and spectral resolu-254

tions (see Table 1 of Fletcher et al., 2012, and associated discussion). We also255

present new analyses of CIRS spectra at 2.5 cm−1 spectral resolution acquired256

during two epochs: (i) previously unpublished pre-storm observations ob-257

tained in mid-2010 covering the 25–55◦N latitude range (130SA MIRMAP001258

on May 5, 2010; 134SA MIRMAP001 on July 10, 2010; 135SA MIRMAP001259

on July 19, 2010; and 137SA MIRMAP001 on August 28, 2010); and (ii) a re-260

analysis of previously published post-storm observations acquired on May 4,261

2011, shortly after the beacon merger event (148SA MIRMAP001) that have262

been shown to exhibit enhanced acetylene (Fletcher et al., 2012) and ethylene263

(Hesman et al., 2012) emission within the beacon. The May 2011 observa-264

tions have been averaged in 10◦-wide bins on a 5◦ longitude grid. All spectra265

use 4000 calibration reference spectra to improve the signal-to-noise ratio266

in the observed emission features. We simultaneously retrieve atmospheric267

temperatures and hydrocarbon scale factors, exploiting methane emission268

between 1250–1350 cm−1, H2-He collision induced absorption from 600–700269

cm−1, and emission from acetylene (∼730 cm−1), ethane (∼820 cm−1) and270

ethylene (∼950 cm−1), using all available data from 700-1000 cm−1.271

Inversions of spectral data can be prone to extreme degeneracy, where a272
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wide variety of potential solutions can reproduce the data equally well. This273

situation is particularly true at mid-infrared wavelengths, where the mag-274

nitude of hydrocarbon emission features is governed by both their mixing275

ratio profiles and the atmospheric temperature structure in the line-forming276

region. Spectral retrieval algorithms, such as the NEMESIS model employed277

here (Irwin et al., 2008), use a priori profiles to constrain solutions, but278

the resulting retrieved thermal and chemical distributions can sometimes be279

biased towards this prior information. In this study, we combine the photo-280

chemical modeling with spectral inversion, taking advantage of the synergis-281

tic nature of the forward and reverse modeling, to better assess how well the282

CIRS spectra can constrain the photochemical model. Throughout the anal-283

ysis, we adopt the spectral inversion techniques described by Fletcher et al.284

(2011) and Fletcher et al. (2012), using identical sources of spectroscopic285

line data. In each case, we use the predicted mixing ratio profiles for all286

hydrocarbon species in the photochemical model as prior information, and287

scale these profiles simultaneously with a temperature retrieval to reproduce288

the CIRS measurements. Our goal is to find a set of theoretically derived289

mixing-ratio profiles, based on chemistry and vertical motions, that require290

minimal scaling in order to reproduce the CIRS emission features.291

Several iterations between the photochemical model priors and the spec-292

tral fitting were required to (a) converge on a pre-storm model that repro-293

duced the emission at 40◦N planetographic latitude (Section 2); (b) determine294

that photochemistry at elevated temperatures alone is insufficient to explain295

the enhanced emissions (Section 4; see also Hesman et al., 2012; Cavalié et al.,296

2015); and (c) converge on a solution with subsiding winds that required min-297
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imal scaling of the model hydrocarbon profiles (Section 4.5). Examples of298

the spectral fits are shown in Section 5.299

Throughout the paper, the errors in the retrieved species mixing ratios300

that we quote are the formal uncertainties from the optimal estimation pro-301

cedure used by NEMESIS. These formal errors take into account measure-302

ment uncertainties, temperature uncertainties due to the degeneracy between303

abundance and temperature when fitting the observed emission, and a frac-304

tional error accounting for uncertainties in the spectral line database and305

other spectral modeling assumptions. The quoted uncertainties do not ac-306

count for systematic errors. More importantly, they do not account for er-307

rors due to the uncertain shape of the species vertical profiles used to define308

the priors — the vertical model profiles are simply scaled uniformly at all309

altitudes until a best fit is obtained. As such, the formal errors will under-310

estimate the true uncertainties, especially for pressure regions far removed311

from the peak of the contribution functions.312

4. Results and Discussion313

For our nominal beacon model, we keep the Kzz profile fixed at pre-314

storm values (Fig. 3), and we neglect vertical winds. Because time-variable315

dynamics are not being considered in the nominal model, changes in the316

mixing-ratio profiles of the hydrocarbons are caused solely by temperature-317

dependent reactions. Figure 5 shows the predicted time variation for several318

important species from January 2, 2011 through March 14, 2012 from our319

“beacon-average” nominal model that assumes the beacon-average tempera-320

ture profiles for all dates, including May 4, 2011. Note that C2H4 experiences321
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Figure 5: The vertical profiles of several hydrocarbons (as labeled) as they evolve with

time in the beacon for our “beacon-average” nominal photochemical model that uses the

beacon-average thermal profiles (see Fig. 1). The color coding corresponds to the dates

listed in the top left figure. The shorter-lived species C2H4, CH3C2H, and C4H2 are

affected by the changing temperatures, while the longer-lived species C2H6, C2H2, and

C3H8 are not.

a strong increase at mbar pressures due to the increased temperatures, while322

the C3H4 isomer methylacetylene (CH3C2H) and diacetylene (C4H2) decrease323

in the ∼10–10−2 mbar region, and C2H2, C2H6, and C3H8 (propane) are un-324

affected by the temperature increase. Species that condense under pre-storm325

stratospheric conditions on Saturn, such as H2O, C4H2, and C6H6, exhibit326

strong increases in abundance in the lower-stratosphere due to evaporation327

of the aerosols at the elevated temperatures in the beacon.328

In Fig. 6, the pre-storm and post-storm (for May 4, 2011) C2Hx model329
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Figure 6: The mole-fraction profiles for CH4, C2H2, C2H4, and C2H6 from our pre-

storm model (green solid lines) and our post-storm “hot” beacon-core (red solid lines)

and “beacon-average” (blue dashed lines) models, in comparison with the Moses and

Greathouse (2005) seasonally variable model results (black dotted lines) for 40◦ N plane-

tocentric latitude at Ls = 20◦, the closest available model latitude and season to the May

2011 beacon observations. The data points with error bars represent various observations:

the dark green circles are from the Guerlet et al. (2009, 2010) CIRS limb analysis at 40◦

planetographic latitude from 2005–2006, the lighter green squares are from our analysis

of the CIRS nadir data for 40◦ planetographic latitude from May-August 2010, and the

red squares represent our retrieved abundances from the beacon core (294.8◦ System III

longitude, 36.6◦ planetographic latitude) on May 4, 2011. The formal error bars from our

retrievals (see section 3) are smaller than the width of the square data points. The other

observational data points are described in Fouchet et al. (2009).

profiles are compared with derived abundances from various global and local330

observations. The lighter green squares in Fig. 6 show the C2H2 and C2H6331
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mole fractions from our analysis of the May-August 2010 pre-storm CIRS332

nadir spectra, the darker green circles show the 2005-2006 pre-storm mole333

fractions from the CIRS limb data analysis of Guerlet et al. (2009, 2010)334

for 40◦ planetographic latitude, and the red squares show our retrieved mole335

fractions from the hot beacon-core region on May 4, 2011. Note that the336

C2H2 and C2H6 mole fractions are actually observed to increase in the hot337

beacon-core region in comparison with the pre-storm retrievals, whereas our338

models predict virtually no change in these species in the beacon over that339

time period. These nominal models without a temporally variable dynamical340

component underpredict the C2Hx abundances in the beacon by factors of341

∼2–7. If the observed beacon increases in C2Hx abundance were caused by342

temperature-dependent chemistry alone, the additional carbon would have343

to come from methane, as methane is the only sufficiently large source of344

local carbon. We are unable to identify any temperature-sensitive chemical345

reactions that efficiently convert methane to C2Hx species at mbar levels on346

Saturn on the short time scales involved, suggesting that dynamics may be347

contributing to the observed increase in C2Hx species in the beacon. Fig-348

ure 6 also illustrates that the “hot” nominal model that uses the beacon-core349

temperatures from May 4, 2011 produces slightly more C2H4 at mbar pres-350

sures than the “beacon-average” nominal model that uses beacon-average351

temperatures from that date. In particular, the ∼10-K temperature differ-352

ence between the “hot” and “beacon-average” model at ∼2 mbar leads to353

16% higher C2H4 mole fraction in the hot model.354

Figure 7 shows the scaling factors that need to be applied to our hot nom-355

inal beacon-core model profiles in order to fit the molecular emission from356
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Figure 7: Retrievals of temperatures and hydrocarbon distributions as a function of longi-

tude through the beacon core on May 4, 2011. Spectra were averaged over the 36− 43◦N

latitude range, and model-predicted mixing-ratio profiles from our nominal hot beacon-

core photochemical model were uniformly scaled to reproduce the emission observed by

CIRS. In all cases, the required scaling factors still exceed unity within the beacon, im-

plying that the distributions must be affected by processes in addition to photochemistry.

the longitudinally resolved spectra across the beacon. The resulting retrieved357

mole fractions at 1.8 mbar at the beacon central core at 294.8◦ System III lon-358

gitude on May 4, 2011 are 1.08 (± 0.02)× 10−6 for C2H2, 2.0 (± 0.3)× 10−8
359

for C2H4, and 9.4 (± 0.1)× 10−6 for C2H6, with the formal error bars ne-360

glecting both systematic uncertainties and uncertainties in the hydrocarbon361

vertical profiles (see Section 3). From Fig. 7, it is obvious that the beacon362

photochemical model underpredicts the C2Hx hydrocarbon abundances in363

the beacon vortex by factors of ∼> 2–7. These scale factors are in relation to364
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the hot beacon-core model only, and are not necessarily directly comparable365

to the pre-storm model scaling factors shown in Fig. 4. However, recall that366

the C2H2 and C2H6 vertical profiles in the hot beacon-core model have not367

changed much in comparison with the pre-storm model. Figure 7 therefore368

indicates that the C2H2 abundance has experienced a general factor of ∼2369

increase outside of the beacon vortex across the entire beacon latitude region370

observed on the May 4, 2011 date, with larger increases found within with371

the beacon vortex itself, and especially in the central core region at 294.8◦372

System III longitude and a secondary peak at C2H2 peak at 273.3◦longitude373

(the latter associated with a local high-altitude increase in temperature).374

Ethane also exhibits longitudinal structure, with the largest abundances lo-375

cated within the vortex itself, again at 273.3◦ and 294.8◦ longitude. At376

longitudes away from the vortex itself, the C2H6 scaling factors trend back377

to the pre-storm case on the east side, but the “hot” nominal model profile378

apparently overestimates the C2H6 abundance on the west side of the vortex,379

where temperatures are not as large. Note from Fig. 7a that the stratospheric380

temperatures themselves have also increased compared to the pre-storm case381

(cf. Fig. 4a) throughout the observed region, but especially within the vortex382

itself.383

The large-scale longitudinal perturbations in temperatures and abun-384

dances throughout the storm latitude are not too surprising, as neither the385

tropospheric storm head nor the stratospheric beacon vortex were stationary386

with respect to System III longitude. The storm head drifted westward and387

encountered the southern branch of its wake tail within about 50 days of the388

storm’s appearance, forming a planet encircling band of active tropospheric389
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clouds that continued to be influenced by each ∼120-day circumnavigational390

pass of the storm head through the region (Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2011, 2012;391

Sayanagi et al., 2013). Similarly, the beacon vortices also drifted longitudi-392

nally at their own rates, with the final merged beacon vortex circling the393

planet once every 130 days or so (Fletcher et al., 2012). The fact that strato-394

spheric warming was observed throughout the entire latitude band in which395

the beacon resides (Fletcher et al., 2012, see also Fig. 7) indicates that large396

regions of the stratosphere were perturbed by the storm, rather than the397

effects just being limited to the merged vortex itself. That is especially true398

at higher altitudes (see Fig. 11a of Fletcher et al. 2012), where a large swath399

of the northern hemisphere was observed to have enhanced temperatures in400

comparison with pre-storm values. If the tropospheric convective plumes401

provided a source of upward-propagating planetary and gravity waves that402

transported energy and momentum to the stratosphere (e.g., Fletcher et al.,403

2011, 2012), both stratospheric dynamics and temperatures could have been404

affected over broad regions, leading to different thermal and vertical abun-405

dance profiles across the latitude band. Indeed, the different zonal profiles for406

the different species suggest different chemical-dynamical-thermal coupling407

as a function of longitude across the beacon. Ethylene is more sensitive to408

the thermal structure than either acetylene or ethane, but the difference in409

morphology of all the C2Hx scaling factors as a function of longitude across410

the beacon suggests complicated longitudinally and vertically variable wind411

fields and a different chemical/dynamical response of the different species to412

the winds and temperatures at different altitudes.413

The results regarding the chemical response of the individual species to414
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the elevated beacon temperatures are discussed in detail below, while the415

potential effects of vertical winds are discussed in Section 4.5.416

4.1. Nominal Model Results: Ethane, Acetylene, and Propane417

The lack of significant temporal evolution of C2H6, C2H2, and C3H8 in418

our nominal beacon model (Fig. 5) is due to the long chemical lifetime of419

these species, even at the higher temperatures experienced in the beacon. If420

we define the net chemical lifetime τchem of a species i as ni/|Pi−Li|, where421

ni is the concentration (cm−3) and Pi and Li are the chemical production422

and loss rates (cm−3 s−1) at any particular altitude, we find that τchem at the423

temperature maximum at ∼2 mbar in the hot beacon core is 580 (Earth) yrs424

for C2H6, 1.4 yrs for C2H2, and 6.9 yrs for C3H8. In contrast, the highest425

beacon temperatures were observed in May of 2011, only 5 months after the426

storm onset. The C2H6, C2H2, and C3H8 abundances in the model have427

not had enough time to respond chemically to the elevated temperatures428

in a notable way by the May 2011 observations. Considering the fact that429

the beacon has been cooling slowly but steadily since May 2011, we do not430

expect continued evolution of C2H6 and C3H8 due to chemistry alone, but431

Fig. 5 does illustrate some slight expected changes in the C2H2 abundance432

over the ∼1.3-year span of the published CIRS observations.433

Chemical loss exceeds production of C2H2 over much of the pressure re-434

gion in which temperatures are elevated within the beacon. The rate coeffi-435

cient for the reaction number R130 in our list (H + C2H2 + M→ C2H3 + M,436

with M representing any third-body molecule or atom) becomes much larger437

at the higher beacon temperatures, but the background density and H mole438

fraction drop in the elevated-temperature region (the latter largely due to439
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reaction R130), leading to an overall ∼60% increase in the loss rate of C2H2440

at 2 mbar in the beacon on May 4, 2011; however, there is sufficient C2H2 at441

these pressures that the perturbation to the C2H2 abundance is minor over442

the relatively short time period involved. On the other hand, this increased443

loss of C2H2 in the beacon contributes to the increased production rate of444

less-abundant species such as C2H3 and ultimately C2H4.445

The small loss of C2H2 in the beacon contributes to a ∼70% increase in446

the production rate of C2H6 at 2 mbar in the hot beacon core on May 4, 2011,447

through the dominant pathway H + C2H2 + M→ C2H3 + M, C2H3 + H2 →448

C2H4 + H, and H + C2H4 + M→ C2H5 + M, followed by reaction of atomic449

H with C2H5 to either form C2H6 directly, or to form two CH3 radicals,450

which recombine to form C2H6. Given the already large C2H6 mole fraction451

at the relevant pressure levels, this increased production has an insignificant452

effect on the C2H6 mole fraction in the beacon over the time scales involved,453

however.454

Like ethane, the production rate of propane exceeds its loss rate over much455

of the elevated temperature region of the beacon. The increased acetylene456

loss rate in the beacon leads to increased amounts of C2H5 and therefore457

C3H8 through the reaction R232: CH3 + C2H5 + M → C3H8 + M. Again,458

however, the perturbation in the net production rate has little effect on the459

C3H8 mole fraction in the beacon over the relevant time scales.460

We therefore do not expect much change in the abundance of ethane,461

acetylene, and propane in the beacon due to chemistry alone. Any observed462

changes in these species (e.g., Figs. 6 & 7) are likely caused by changes in463

dynamics within the beacon region. Cavalié et al. (2015) arrived at a sim-464
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ilar conclusion for these species, although Cavalié et al. did predict small465

changes to the abundances of C2H2 and C2H6 at high stratospheric altitudes466

within the beacon. The differences at high altitudes between our model and467

that of Cavalié et al. (2015) are caused by transport and the prescription468

of high-altitude temperatures, which are not constrained by CIRS. In the469

Cavalié et al. (2015) model, the high-altitude temperatures are assumed to470

remain isothermal above 10−3 mbar; the different dates then have differ-471

ent high-altitude temperatures, which leads to different high-altitude density472

structures and different pressure levels for the methane homopause at the dif-473

ferent dates within the Cavalié et al. (2015) model. As is shown in Figs. 1 and474

3, we assume in our models here that the upper-atmospheric temperatures475

are unperturbed by the beacon, so the thermal profiles from all dates con-476

verge at high altitudes, and the methane homopause pressure level does not477

change significantly with time in our model. High-altitude diffusion there-478

fore does not have much effect on the evolution of the profiles in our nominal479

models. The elevated temperatures within the beacon region do expand the480

atmosphere in terms of the altitude scaling at the relevant pressures within481

the beacon, but the diffusion time scales at these pressures are longer than482

the total observational period after the storm, so changes due to diffusion483

are minor in our nominal model.484

4.2. Nominal Model Results: Ethylene485

Because ethylene has one of the shortest chemical time scales of all the486

stable species (e.g., 40 days at the 2-mbar temperature maximum in the487

hot beacon-core model), it has one of the most pronounced responses to the488

elevated temperatures in the beacon (Fig. 5). From a column-integrated489
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standpoint, the dominant reactions producing C2H4 in Saturn’s unperturbed490

(pre-storm) stratosphere are reaction R184 (CH + CH4 → C2H4 + H), re-491

action R132 (H + C2H3 + M → C2H4 + M), and reaction R267 (C2H3 +492

H2 → C2H4 + H), with lesser contributions from C2H6 photolysis and from493

R136 (H + C2H5 → C2H4 + H2) (see also Moses et al., 2000a, 2005). The494

dominant loss processes are reaction R134 (H + C2H4 + M → C2H5 + M)495

and photolysis. The reaction C2H3 + H2 → C2H4 + H (R267) contributes496

only 21% to the stratospheric column-integrated production rate of C2H4 in497

the pre-storm model. However, when temperatures in the beacon increase498

dramatically over pre-storm values, the highly temperature-sensitive reaction499

R267 overwhelmingly dominates the production of ethylene (see also Cavalié500

et al., 2015) and is correspondingly responsible for the major increase in501

the C2H4 abundance at ∼mbar pressures in our nominal beacon model (see502

Fig. 5). Although the rate coefficient for R267 is relatively modest at room503

temperature and below (Callear and Smith, 1986; Tsang and Hampson, 1986;504

Weissman and Benson, 1988; Fahr et al., 1995; Mebel et al., 1995; Litwinow-505

icz et al., 1995; Knyazev et al., 1996; Li et al., 2004; Laufer and Fahr, 2004;506

Tautermann et al., 2006; Agarwal et al., 2011), Saturn’s atmosphere contains507

enough background H2 to make this reaction important.508

The rate coefficient for this temperature-sensitive abstraction reaction509

R267 at low temperatures is poorly known, and extrapolations of the var-510

ious published literature expressions to the lower temperatures relevant to511

Saturn can differ by many orders of magnitude (see Fig. 8). For our nomi-512

nal model, we adopt one of the largest available published rate coefficients513

at low temperatures (i.e., the expression of Weissman and Benson, 1988),514
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Figure 8: (Top) The rate coefficient for the reaction C2H3 + H2 → C2H4 + H as a

function of inverse temperature, from various literature sources (as labeled). (Bottom)

The predicted C2H4 mole-fraction profile in the hot core of the beacon on May 4, 2011

for different assumptions about the rate coefficient for the aforementioned reaction, in

comparison with the CIRS-derived C2H4 beacon-core abundance from that date as derived

from Hesman et al. (2012) (blue dashed curve) and from our analysis (black square with

pink outline, see text, and black data points with error bars).
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which results in a large predicted post-storm spike in the C2H4 abundance.515

Note, however, that the transition-state theory estimation method used by516

Weissman and Benson (1988) to derive the rate-coefficient expression of k267517

= 5.25× 10−15 T 0.7 exp (−2574 K/T ) cm3 s−1 for this reaction is outdated in518

comparison to more modern techniques. Many recent theoretical calculations519

suggest smaller rate coefficients at low temperatures. For example, from a520

combined experimental and ab initio theoretical study, Knyazev et al. (1996)521

recommend a rate-coefficient of k267 = 1.57× 10−20 T 2.56 exp (−2529 K/T )522

cm3 s−1 for this reaction, while Tautermann et al. (2006) use quantum-523

scattering theory on a 2D reduced dimensionality potential-energy surface to524

derive even smaller values at low temperature: k267 = 1.0738× 10−19 T 2.3689
525

exp (−3145.4 K/T ) cm3 s−1 (see Fig. 8). Mebel et al. (1995) and Li et al.526

(2004) use various ab initio theoretical techniques to predict the rate coeffi-527

cients for this reaction; Li et al.’s calculations that use improved canonical528

variational transition-state theory with small-curvature tunneling corrections529

result in rate constants as large as those derived by Weissman and Benson530

(1988) (see dotted purple line in Fig. 8), while most other methods result in531

much slower rates at low temperature. Moreover, most of the theoretical ex-532

pressions were developed for high-temperature combustion studies and were533

not designed to be extrapolated to the ∼100-220 K temperatures relevant to534

Saturn’s stratosphere. The sparse available experimental data do not help535

resolve the situation, with Fahr et al. (1995) deriving rate coefficients at room536

temperature that are significantly smaller than those favored by Callear and537

Smith (1986) and Knyazev et al. (1996). The most recent study of the reac-538

tion energetics of C2H3 + H2 → C2H4 + H by Agarwal et al. (2011) provides539
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further evidence that the rate coefficient for this abstraction reaction has yet540

to be well resolved.541

The fact that the C2H4 abundance was observed to increase so signifi-542

cantly with increasing temperatures in the beacon region on Saturn (Hes-543

man et al., 2012) makes it tempting to rule out the lowest estimates or544

determinations of the rate coefficient for this reaction (such as that of Tsang545

and Hampson 1986 or Fahr et al. 1995), because such low rate coefficients546

prevent the C2H3 + H2 → C2H4 + H reaction from being significant for ethy-547

lene production on Saturn, even at the elevated 220-K beacon-core maximum548

temperature. The observed beacon behavior itself suggests that some reac-549

tion with a strong temperature dependence dominates ethylene production550

in the beacon, and the C2H3 + H2 → C2H4 + H reaction fills that role nicely.551

However, the modeled behavior of C2H4 depends on a complex coupling of552

many reactions, not all of which are well constrained from experimental or553

theoretical data, so it is possible that other yet-to-be-identified reactions are554

contributing to the observed ethylene increase, or that dynamical changes in555

the beacon are responsible for the observed increase.556

In any case, Fig. 8 shows the sensitivity of the model results to the adopted557

expression for the rate coefficient for C2H3 + H2 → C2H4 + H. A distinct558

peak in the C2H4 is formed at ∼mbar pressures for most of the cases, with the559

larger rate-coefficient assumptions for this reaction leading to larger predicted560

C2H4 abundances in the beacon. However, even with the adoption of the561

comparatively fast Weissman and Benson (1988) reaction rate coefficient,562

our “hot” nominal model underpredicts the emission in the C2H4 bands in563

the beacon core on May 4, 2011 by a factor of ∼3.4 (see Fig. 7); that is, the564
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photochemical model profile for C2H4 using the Weissman and Benson (1988)565

rate coefficient for reaction R267 would need to be multiplied uniformly by566

a factor of ∼3.4 in order to reproduce the observed CIRS emission.567

Figure 8 also shows that our derived vertical profile for C2H4 at the bea-568

con center differs from that of Hesman et al. (2012), despite the fact that569

both analyses use the NEMESIS retrieval program and both consider the570

same beacon-center CIRS data set from May 4, 2011. This difference is due571

to different analysis strategies with NEMESIS. The thermal structure and572

C2H4 vertical profile in the beacon region are not known a priori. Hesman573

et al. (2012) proceeded by first determining the thermal structure from the574

CIRS data over a broad wavelength range, using the constrained linear in-575

version algorithm described in Conrath et al. (1998) and Achterberg et al.576

(2008). Then, Hesman et al. kept that temperature structure fixed and al-577

lowed NEMESIS to freely adjust the C2H4 vertical profile within a certain578

pressure range to provide a best fit to the C2H4 emission. We, on the other579

hand, simultaneously fit both the thermal structure and the scale factor for580

the hydrocarbon vertical profiles with NEMESIS, letting the temperature581

be adjusted freely but retaining the overall shape of the hydrocarbon verti-582

cal profiles from the photochemical models and requiring NEMESIS to scale583

these profiles uniformly to provide the best fit to the emission from all the584

hydrocarbons (see Section 3). Both procedures have their strengths and585

weaknesses. The photochemical model profiles provide a welcome connec-586

tion to physical reality, but when the models do not adequately reproduce587

the observations — as is the case with these beacon models where vertical588

winds are not included — those constraints may not be meaningful. At the589
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2.5 cm−1 spectral resolution of these nadir observations, the CIRS data pro-590

vide little concrete information about the vertical profile of C2H4. Instead,591

the retrievals provide C2H4 abundance information that is most reliable in592

the pressure region where the emission contribution function peaks, which593

is near the ∼2 mbar region for the C2H4 emission bands observed here (see594

the black square with the pink outline in Fig. 8). Therefore, it is interest-595

ing to note that the vertical profiles retrieved from both our technique and596

that of Hesman et al. (2012) converge on a similar C2H4 abundance in this597

∼2 mbar region. Although the two techniques lead to vastly different C2H4598

abundances at pressures less than 1 mbar, those high-altitude regions have599

less influence on the C2H4 emission seen by CIRS than the deeper ∼2 mbar600

region. Hereafter, we plot a single observational data point at the peak of601

the contribution function for C2H4 and the other hydrocarbons rather than602

the full retrieved vertical profile, but we also note that the location at which603

the contribution function peaks depends on the vertical profiles of both the604

temperature and the hydrocarbon in question, so that data point will be605

located at different pressures for different prior model profiles.606

Although uncertainties in the C2H3 + H2 → C2H4 + H production reac-607

tion cause the most dramatic changes in the C2H4 profile in the photochem-608

ical model, uncertainties in the dominant loss reaction R134, H + C2H4 +609

M → C2H5 + M, can also affect the predicted ethylene abundance. This610

reaction is important as an intermediate in the conversion of C2H2 to C2H6611

on the giant planets (e.g., Allen et al., 1992; Romani, 1996; Moses et al.,612

2000a, 2005) — a slow rate will short-circuit this conversion, leading not613

only to more C2H4 but to increased abundances of C2H2 and most other614
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hydrocarbon photochemical products, as a result of C2H2 being a key “par-615

ent” molecule for many species. As discussed in the review of Baulch et al.616

(2005), the high-pressure limiting rate coefficient for the H + C2H4 + M617

→ C2H5 + M reaction has been measured in the ∼200–600-K temperature618

range (e.g., Lee et al., 1978; Sugawara et al., 1981; Lightfoot and Pilling,619

1987; Michael et al., 2005) and is fairly well established. Experimental mea-620

surements at low pressures and in the intermediate fall-off pressure regime621

are also available, but only at room temperature and higher (e.g., Braun and622

Lenzi, 1967; Kurylo et al., 1970; Brouard et al., 1986; Lightfoot and Pilling,623

1987; Hanning-Lee et al., 1993; Sillesen et al., 1993; Clarke et al., 2000). The624

low-pressure limiting rate coefficient at the low temperatures relevant to Sat-625

urn’s atmosphere is not well established, nor is the influence of tunneling on626

the high-pressure rate coefficient at low temperatures.627

Theoretical calculations could potentially help bridge the gap, but such628

studies seldom extend to the low pressures and temperatures required for Sat-629

urn (e.g., Miller and Klippenstein, 2004; Michael et al., 2005). The recent ab630

initio transition-state theory based master-equation calculations presented631

by Vuitton et al. (2012) are an exception, as expressions are provided that632

are valid at low pressures in the 50–300-K range. The Vuitton et al. (2012)633

expressions, which result in very efficient C2H5 adduct formation under Sat-634

urn stratospheric conditions, are adopted in our nominal model. In contrast,635

Li et al. (2014) suggest that the underestimation of the C2H4 abundance in636

many photochemical models of the giant planets and Titan could be the re-637

sult of an overestimation of the rate coefficient of R134 at low temperatures,638

and they suggest adopting an expression that leads to rate coefficients much639
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smaller than our adopted ones under the relevant conditions. Such low rate640

coefficients would imply that tunneling is very inefficient for this reaction, in641

conflict with existing theoretical calculations (Miller and Klippenstein, 2004;642

Michael et al., 2005; Vuitton et al., 2012), but the use of this expression does643

provide a better fit to Titan observations (Li et al., 2014).644

Figure 9: The sensitivity of the C2H4 profile to the rate coefficient for reaction R134 (H

+ C2H4 + M → C2H5 + M) for pre-storm conditions (dotted lines) and the hot beacon

core on May 4, 2011 (solid lines), for our nominal model (red) and a model in which the

rate coefficient for R134 is taken from the recommendation of Li et al. (2014) (blue). The

black square is our CIRS-derived C2H4 beacon-core abundance from May 4, 2011.

Figure 9 shows how the models results are affected by variations in the645
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rate coefficient for R134 (H + C2H4 + M → C2H5 + M). Our adoption of646

the relatively efficient Vuitton et al. (2012) expression for R134 results in a647

notably smaller C2H4 abundance at mbar levels than is predicted from using648

the Li et al. (2014) expression. Our nominal model profiles using the Vuitton649

et al. (2012) expression for R134 are consistent with the non-detection of650

C2H4 before the storm, but the model underpredicts the beacon-core C2H4651

abundance after the storm. On the other hand, the Li et al. (2014) expression652

leads to a better fit to the post-storm C2H4 abundance, but results in too653

much C2H4 pre-storm, as well as excessive amounts of C2H2, CH3C2H, C3H8,654

C4H2, C4H10, C6H6, and most other hydrocarbons in comparison with pre-655

storm observations. We therefore favor the Vuitton et al. (2012) expression656

for R134, which has a strong theoretical basis, and we seek other non-chemical657

explanations for the underestimation of the beacon C2Hx abundances from658

our nominal model (see Section 4.5).659

More information about the rate coefficients for the reaction C2H3 + H2660

→ C2H4 + H at low temperatures (50 ∼< T ∼< 250 K) and experimental661

confirmation of the theoretical reaction rate coefficients for H + C2H4 + M662

→ C2H5 + M at low pressures and temperatures (P ∼< 1 mbar, T ∼< 200 K)663

are needed before we can feel confident about the quantitative predictions664

for the C2H4 abundance in photochemical models of the giant planets and665

Titan. However, the highly temperature-sensitive reaction C2H3 + H2 →666

C2H4 + H is the most likely culprit of the enormous observed increase in667

the abundance of C2H4 detected by Hesman et al. (2012) in Saturn’s beacon668

region.669
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4.3. Nominal Model Results: Methylacetylene and Diacetylene670

Both CH3C2H and C4H2 have relatively short chemical lifetimes at mbar671

regions in the beacon models — just 26 days for CH3C2H and 28 days for672

C4H2 at the 2-mbar temperature maximum in the beacon. Figure 5 demon-673

strates that the stratospheric mole fraction of CH3C2H is expected to decrease674

with time in the beacon region. As discussed by Cavalié et al. (2015), the675

depletion is due in large part to the increased loss rate of CH3C2H due to676

the reaction H + CH3C2H + M→ C3H5 + M, which has a moderately large677

energy barrier and is more effective at elevated temperatures.678

The results for C4H2 are more complicated and interesting. Figure 10679

shows the model results for the hot beacon-core model on May 4, 2011, in680

comparison with the unperturbed, pre-storm model profile. In the ∼10–10−2
681

mbar pressure region, C4H2 becomes depleted due to the elevated tempera-682

tures in the beacon. As discussed by Cavalié et al. (2015), the decrease of683

C4H2 at these pressures in the beacon is due to the decrease in C2H2 pho-684

tolysis and, more importantly, to the increase in the rate coefficient for the685

temperature-sensitive reaction R252, C2H + H2 → C2H2 + H, which both686

result in a decreased concentration of C2H at these pressures. The reduction687

in C2H reduces the effectiveness of the primary non-recycling C4H2 produc-688

tion mechanism, C2H + C2H2 → C4H2 + H, resulting in less C4H2 in the689

beacon at these pressures. Although the chemical mechanism we are adopt-690

ing underestimates the pre-storm C4H2 abundance (see Fig. 10), the rate691

coefficients for the reactions C2H + H2 → C2H2 + H and C2H + C2H2 →692

C4H2 + H have been well studied experimentally (see the review of Laufer693

and Fahr, 2004), and the prediction regarding the more rapid depletion of694
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Figure 10: The mole-fraction profile for diacetylene in our pre-storm model (blue dashed

line) and in the hot beacon-core model for May 4, 2011 (red solid line). The large spike in

the abundance in the 10-40 mbar region is due to evaporation of icy C4H2 aerosols. The

red dotted line represents the saturation vapor density curve for temperatures relevant to

the May 4, 2011 CIRS observations, the blue circles represent the pre-storm CIRS limb

retrievals of Guerlet et al. (2010) for 40◦ planetographic latitude, and the open black circle

represents the global-average C4H2 abundance derived from ISO (Moses et al., 2000a).

C4H2 at increased temperatures is robust.695

Condensation is a major loss process for C4H2 in Saturn’s lower strato-696

sphere over much of the planet, and as the beacon temperatures increase,697

our models predict a large increase in the C4H2 vapor abundance at pres-698

sures greater than ∼10 mbar due to evaporation of solid C4H2 aerosols. The699

very large magnitude of the post-storm spike in the C4H2 abundance shown700
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in Fig. 10 is partially an artifact of our model in that we only include con-701

densation and evaporation and neglect other aerosol-microphysical processes702

like gravitational settling; in particular, we allow the condensates to diffuse703

through the atmosphere as a just another heavy gas, which enables more of704

the condensed phase to persist in the lower stratosphere than it would in705

the real atmosphere. However, some sort of large evaporation “spike” is ex-706

pected in the beacon, even in the real atmosphere, because in situ production707

of C4H2 occurs readily within the C4H2 condensation region as a result of708

C2H2 photolysis, followed by C2H + C2H2 → C4H2 + H, and because gravi-709

tational settling times for the aerosols are relatively long (e.g., Roman et al.,710

2013). The condensation of C4H2 shuts off the local recycling back to C2H2,711

so acetylene photolysis continues to produce a steady, irreversible leak of car-712

bon into condensed C4H2, which then can become a major aerosol component713

in Saturn’s stratosphere (see also Moses et al., 2000a,b). This evaporation714

spike in the beacon is too deep to be detectable by infrared instruments715

like CIRS, but it would be worthwhile to search for increased C4H2 absorp-716

tion signatures at ultraviolet wavelengths or for signatures of stratospheric717

aerosol thinning or clearing within the beacon in high-phase-angle images718

at ultraviolet/visible/near-IR wavelengths. It is worth noting that Fletcher719

et al. (2012) did not see any effects of the beacon in their preliminary check720

of images from the Cassini Visual Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS).721

Because the stratospheric haze is optically thin in the vertical direction (e.g.,722

Karkoschka and Tomasko, 2005), effects due to thinning of the haze would723

be most apparent with the beacon feature(s) at the limb of the planet.724
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Figure 11: The mole-fraction profile for benzene (top) and water (bottom) in our pre-storm

model (blue dashed line) and in the hot beacon-core model for May 4, 2011 (red solid

line). The red dotted lines represents the saturation vapor density curve for temperatures

relevant to the May 4, 2011 CIRS observations. The data points with error bars are from

ISO observations: C6H6 from Bézard et al. (2001) and H2O from Moses et al. (2000b).

4.4. Nominal Model Results: Benzene and Water725

Benzene and water can also condense in Saturn’s lower stratosphere, but726

because there is less in situ production of these species within their condensa-727
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tion regions, the models do not predict that same kind of evaporation spike728

as was predicted for C4H2. Instead, the condensable vapor flows into the729

condensation region from higher altitudes. Evaporation of the aerosols then730

causes a smoother local increase in the vapor abundance (see Fig. 11) and731

an increase in the overall stratospheric column abundance of H2O and C6H6.732

Again, this increased vapor abundance in the beacon is at deep-enough pres-733

sures that it might be difficult to detect, but we note that Cavalié et al. (2012)734

reported a factor of 30–100 increase in the column abundance of H2O in the735

beacon with the PACS instrument on the Herschel Space Observatory. Our736

hot beacon-core model for May 4, 2011, predicts a similar factor of 30–100737

increase in the water mole fraction in the ∼2-3 mbar region compared to pre-738

storm values, but only a factor of 3 increase in the integrated water column739

abundance in the beacon compared to pre-storm levels. Direct comparison740

of synthetic model spectra with the Herschel/PACS observations would be741

needed before we can determine whether our predictions from the beacon742

models are consistent with the observations. In any case, we know of no743

chemical mechanisms that would increase the water abundance so severely744

in the beacon, so the Herschel/PACS observations most likely result from745

evaporation of water ice, with the water originating from outside the planet,746

and/or an increase due to vertical winds in the beacon (see Section 4.5). The747

benzene column abundance in our May 4, 2011, model increases by a factor748

of 4 in comparison with the pre-storm model as a result of evaporation.749

4.5. The Potential Influence of Transport in the Beacon750

As discussed in Section 4, the fact that our beacon models (and those751

of Cavalié et al. 2015) underpredict the abundances of all the C2Hx hydro-752
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carbons in the hot beacon core on May 4, 2011 suggests that dynamics may753

play a large role in controlling the observed abundance increases within the754

beacon region. The beacon vortex is inherently a 3-D atmospheric struc-755

ture that is difficult to capture accurately in a 1-D model, even if the 1-D756

model equations were appropriately solved. However, if horizontal advec-757

tion of species is small in comparison to vertical advection, then some useful758

estimates can still be made, so we proceed with the examination of the 1-759

D behavior in the presence of vertical winds. For the situation with winds760

included, it is convenient to reformulate Eq. (1) in terms of mixing ratios761

rather than number densities. In the well mixed region of the atmosphere762

below the homopause, assuming hydrostatic equilibrium is maintained, and763

accounting for the continuity of the total atmospheric density na, Eq. (1) can764

be rewritten as765

∂qi
∂t

+ w
∂qi
∂z
− 1

na

∂

∂z

(
Kzzna

∂qi
∂z

)
=

Qi

na

(3)

where qi is the mole fraction of species i, w is the vertical wind velocity, z is766

the altitude, Kzz is the vertical eddy diffusion coefficient, and Qi is the net767

chemical source/sink term for species i.768

If we further assume that chemistry and turbulent eddy transport have a769

minor influence in comparison with large-scale vertical winds, then Eq. (3)770

reduces to771

∂qi
∂t

= −w∂qi
∂z

. (4)

Equation (4) demonstrates that for subsidence (i.e., a downward wind,772

w < 0), the local mixing ratio will increase with time if the mixing-ratio773

gradient of the species is positive (dqi/dz > 0), and it will decrease with time774
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if the mixing-ratio gradient of the species is negative (dqi/dz < 0). Both775

C2H2 and C2H6 have mixing-ratio gradients that are positive throughout the776

stratospheric beacon region, implying that subsidence is needed to increase777

the mixing ratios of these species locally within the beacon (see also the778

discussion of subsidence on the mixing ratios in the unperturbed atmosphere;779

Flasar et al., 2005; Fletcher et al., 2008, 2015; Fouchet et al., 2009; Guerlet780

et al., 2009, 2010; Sinclair et al., 2013, 2014). The C2H4 profile is more781

complicated, and chemical production and loss of C2H4 cannot be ignored,782

so we focus on C2H2 and C2H6 for the moment. The CH4 mixing ratio783

actually decreases with height, especially in the upper stratosphere, and a784

downwelling wind would reduce the CH4 mixing ratio locally in the beacon,785

which may in turn affect derived temperatures in the spectral analyses.786

Subsidence within the beacon is also consistent with the increased beacon787

temperatures (i.e., due to adiabatic compression of the atmosphere resulting788

from the subsidence). Although energy deposition from atmospheric waves789

may have contributed to the stratospheric heating (Fletcher et al., 2011,790

2012), especially initially or outside of the vortices themselves (i.e., to the791

extent of 10–20 K), we can make a first-order estimate of the magnitude of792

the subsiding winds in the final merged beacon by assuming that the observed793

temperature increase in the beacon is entirely due to adiabatic heating, and794

then by solving for the wind speeds needed to produce this temperature795

increase. In other words, we assume that the adiabatic heating (e.g., Holton,796

1979, p. 52) is balanced by radiative relaxation:797

w

(
dT

dz
+
g

cp

)
=

T − Tb

τrad

(5)

where w is the vertical velocity, T is the unperturbed atmospheric temper-798
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ature, g is the gravitational acceleration, cp is the specific heat at constant799

pressure, Tb is the beacon temperature, and τrad is the radiative time con-800

stant, all which are functions of altitude z. Given the observed Tb and T , we801

can solve for w.802

The only difficult term to handle in Eq. (5) is τrad. Conrath et al. (1990)803

determine that the globally and annually averaged τrad is approximately804

3× 108 seconds (almost 10 yrs) in the mbar region of Saturn. However,805

actual temperature-evolution observations and more recent models (Fletcher806

et al., 2007, 2010; Fouchet et al., 2008; Greathouse et al., 2008; Guerlet et al.,807

2009, 2010, 2014; Friedson and Moses, 2012; Sinclair et al., 2013, 2014) sug-808

gest that stratospheric cooling times may be shorter than this value, and809

τrad likely decreases more rapidly with height than is described in Fig. 2 of810

Conrath et al. (1990) because the mixing ratios of major coolants like C2H2811

and C2H6 are increasing with height, whereas Conrath et al. (1990) assumed812

profiles that are constant with height. From the Friedson and Moses (2012)813

general circulation model (GCM), we note that a roughly −0.027 cm s−1 wind814

at 1 mbar at 25◦ N latitude (Fig. 9 of Friedson and Moses 2012) results in a815

temperature increase from ∼137 K to ∼142 K (Fig. 5 of Friedson and Moses816

2012). Plugging this information back into Eq. (5) and solving for τrad gives817

us ∼3× 107 seconds. However, τrad will strongly depend on the emission818

temperature: τrad = T/ (dT/dt), and dT/dt ∝ T 4, so τrad ∝ 1/T 3. Using819

the results from the Friedson and Moses (2012) GCM situation described820

above, we can estimate τrad = 3× 107 (142 K/Tb)
3 seconds. At the elevated821

temperatures of the beacon, τrad is considerably shorter than the nominal822

radiative time constant of the unperturbed atmosphere. For example, at the823
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beacon maximum temperature of ∼220 K, the radiative time constant is just824

3 months.825

Figure 12: The wind profile derived from the assumption that the adiabatic heating in the

beacon is balanced by radiative cooling (e.g., Eq. 5; solid line), using the CIRS-retrieved

temperatures to define the radiative relaxation term.

When we solve Eq. (5) for w, using the CIRS-derived thermal structure826

and the temperature- and altitude-dependent τrad, we derive the vertical827

wind profile shown in Fig. 12. The resulting winds exhibit upwelling in the828

troposphere (see also Fletcher et al., 2011) and strong, but narrowly focused,829

downwelling in the stratosphere, with a peak magnitude of roughly −1 cm830

s−1 centered at ∼2 mbar. While a −1 cm s−1 vertical wind in the stratosphere831

is very strong by terrestrial standards, we will show that such a wind velocity832

is not sufficient to transport the necessary amount of C2H2 and C2H6 from833

higher altitudes (p ∼< 0.1 mbar) to the mbar region, where these species are834
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observed to be enhanced in the beacon on May 4, 2011. Moreover, the overall835

profile is not consistent with the steady 1-D continuity equation for the total836

atmospheric density, d/dz(naw) = 0, which would require the vertical wind837

to be proportional to 1/na, such that the magnitude of the downwelling838

wind exponentially increases with height. The stratospheric region below839

the wind peak in Fig. 12 roughly exhibits this behavior, while the implied840

winds above the ∼2 mbar peak do not, indicating that horizontal winds are841

important in conserving mass in the beacon at higher altitudes. Although842

the relatively short radiative time scale τrad ≈ 3 months at the maximum843

2-mbar beacon temperature in May 2011 (five months after the storm onset,844

less than 1 month after the merger) could be contributing to the situation845

such that some of the excess energy from potentially higher temperatures846

at high altitudes could have radiated away before the May observations, the847

overall shape of the derived wind profile in Fig. 12 suggests that the vertical848

winds do not extend indefinitely in altitude. Instead, horizontal winds could849

be converging toward the beacon center at high altitudes, followed by vertical850

descent through the mbar region, with diverging winds being present at lower851

altitudes.852

In any case, we can use the above concepts to help us explore the possible853

effects of strong downwelling winds on the species abundances in the beacon.854

The inclusion of vertical winds that are proportional to 1/na, which is re-855

quired for the continuity of the total density in 1-D, causes major instability856

problems with KINETICS. We therefore solve Eq. (4) for chemically long-857

lived species outside of KINETICS, using finite-difference techniques with858

the Lax method (e.g., Press et al., 1986). Fig. 13 shows the solution for a859
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Figure 13: The vertical profiles of the chemically long-lived species CH4 (orange), C2H2

(red), and C2H6 (blue) in the hot beacon core on May 4, 2011 determined from our

photochemical model without winds (dashed lines) and determined from solving Eq. (4)

outside of KINETICS, for an assumed downwelling wind that increases exponentially with

height: w(z) = −6.84× 1016 cm−3/na(z), where na(z) is the atmospheric density at

altitude z (solid lines). Note that the wind approaches −10 cm/s at ∼0.15 mbar. The

colored squares are our retrieved abundances for C2H2 (red) and C2H6 (blue) from the

CIRS spectra acquired on that date.

wind profile that varies as w(z) = w(0)na(0)/na(z), where w(0) = −1.0 cm860

s−1, na(0) = 6.8× 1016 cm−3 at p(0) = 2 mbar. The wind is assumed to861

be constant with time and is applied for 25 days (for consistency with the862

KINETICS beacon model for the May 4, 2011 date), with boundary condi-863

tions of dqi/dz = 0 (i.e., constant flux in this 1-D description, allowing the864

species to flow through the boundaries) and initial species profiles given by865

the pre-storm KINETICS results shown in Fig. 6. Although the results are866
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sensitive to the boundary conditions, the assumed vertical extent of the at-867

mosphere, and the time scale over which the winds are applied, Fig. 13 shows868

that a subsiding wind acts to redistribute the species from high altitudes to869

lower altitudes. Because the mixing-ratio profiles for C2H2 and C2H6 are870

positive in this region, the mixing ratios of C2H2 and C2H6 increase at mbar871

pressures within the beacon, while the CH4 mixing ratio decreases. From872

exploring various wind profiles that are proportional to 1/na, we find that873

the beacon-core observations from May 4, 2011 are best reproduced when874

winds are of order −10 cm s−1 in the 0.1–0.3 mbar region.875

Figure 14: The vertical profiles of the chemically long-lived species CH4 (orange), C2H2

(red), and C2H6 (blue) in in the hot beacon core on May 4, 2011 determined from our

photochemical model without winds (dashed lines) and determined from solving Eq. (4)

outside of KINETICS, for an assumed Gaussian downwelling wind with a peak wind speed

of −10 cm s−1 at 10−0.5 mbar (see text). The colored squares are our retrieved abundances

for C2H2 (red) and C2H6 (blue) from the CIRS spectra acquired on that date.
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However, the wind profile inferred from the adiabatic heating (e.g., Fig. 12)876

implies that the downwelling wind speeds do not increase exponentially with877

height indefinitely within the upper stratosphere. There is a limit to the878

vertical extent of the beacon, and horizontal winds must dominate at some879

point in the upper stratosphere. Fig. 14 shows the results for C2H2 and880

C2H6 when we include a Gaussian-shaped downward wind in log(P ) space881

with a peak magnitude of −10 cm s−1 centered at log10(P mbar) = −0.5,882

with a standard deviation of log10(P mbar) = 0.8. Our assumptions for the883

finite-difference model are the same as the previous case, with one exception884

— because the vertical winds do not extend to higher and lower altitudes,885

we assume that the species mixing ratios remain fixed at their initial values886

at the boundaries. Again, the downwelling winds transport the species from887

higher to lower altitudes, and the C2H2 and C2H6 mixing ratios thus increase888

in the beacon in the presence of these winds, whereas the CH4 mixing ratio889

decreases. Downwelling winds of order −10 cm s−1 at ∼0.1–0.3 mbar are890

again required to transport sufficient C2H2 and C2H6 to the ∼2 mbar re-891

gion to explain the elevated beacon-core abundances from May 4, 2011; that892

is, other wind profiles that fulfill this criterion provide similar results. The893

main advantage of the Gaussian wind profile is that it mitigates the severe894

instability problems that plague the inverse-density wind profile within the895

KINETICS code, so we can use KINETICS to study how the downwelling896

winds affect all species, including those with short chemical lifetimes. The897

main disadvantage is that the Gaussian profile violates the 1-D continuity898

equations for total density, and horizontal winds must be present to main-899

tain mass conservation. The only way we can justify the use of the Gaussian900
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vertical wind profile in the 1-D photochemical model is to demonstrate that901

the vertical advection term dominates over the horizontal advection term in902

the continuity equation.903

To pursue this justification, we examine the density continuity equation904

assuming the beacon exhibits cylindrical symmetry, such that the continuity905

equation for the total atmospheric density becomes:906

1

r

∂

∂r
(rvr) +

∂w

∂z
+

w

na

∂na

∂z
= 0, (6)

where r is the radial distance, vr is the velocity in the radial direction, w is the907

vertical velocity, na is the total atmospheric density, and z is the altitude.908

Right at the Gaussian wind maximum, ∂w/∂z = 0, so vr ∼ wmax r/2Hd,909

where Hd is the density scale height and wmax is the maximum wind speed.910

If we go back to Eq. (3) in the cylindrical coordinate system now and assume911

eddy diffusion and chemistry have a negligible influence, then Eq. (3) becomes912

∂qi
∂t

+ vr
∂qi
∂r

+ w
∂qi
∂z

= 0. (7)

We can compare the magnitude of the radial horizontal advection term913

|vr ∂qi/∂r| with the vertical advection term |w ∂qi/∂z|. Using the longitu-914

dinally resolved species scaling factors to determine ∂qi/∂r near the beacon915

center, considering a distance r as the average of the nearest longitude points916

from the beacon center for which we have retrievals (e.g., see Fig. 7), and con-917

sidering the pressure at which the Gaussian wind has its maximum, we find918

that the vertical advection term is indeed much stronger than the horizontal919

advection term at the beacon center:920 ∣∣∣∣vr
∂qi
∂r

∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣(wmax r

2Hd

)
∂qi
∂r

∣∣∣∣ � ∣∣∣∣wmax
∂qi
∂z

∣∣∣∣ (8)
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for both C2H2 and C2H6 near the beacon center, so the vertical advection921

dominates. In fact, using Eq. (7) to define vr at any altitude near the beacon922

center, we can show that |w ∂qi/∂z| dominates over horizontal advection up923

to 0.01 mbar and beyond for our assumed Gaussian profile, so we are justified924

in considering this vertical wind profile in our 1-D calculations.925

We therefore proceed with considering Gaussian wind profiles within our926

1-D photochemical model. We continue to solve the continuity equations927

from Eq. (1) with KINETICS, but we now include the vertical wind term in928

the flux equation (Eq. 2). The vertical winds are introduced only at the point929

when the model switches to the thermal structure for the May 4, 2011 date,930

which happens on April 9, 2011, roughly coincident with the beacon merger.931

When we include the weaker, roughly Gaussian, wind profile calculated from932

the adiabatic heating (see Fig. 12 and Eq. 5), the resulting C2H2 and C2H6933

mole fractions are only slightly increased in the mbar region, suggesting,934

as expected, that winds that are about an order of magnitude stronger are935

needed to explain the chemical abundances in the beacon.936

Figure 15 shows the results for the C2Hx species when we include the937

stronger Gaussian winds considered in the finite-difference calculations de-938

scribed earlier; i.e., a Gaussian downward wind in log(P ) space with a peak939

magnitude of −10 cm s−1 centered at log10(P mbar) = −0.5, with a stan-940

dard deviation of log10(P mbar) = 0.8. The eddy diffusion coefficient is not941

changed from the nominal model, but the transport time scale due to these942

stronger winds is much shorter than the diffusion time scale in the mbar re-943

gion, so the downwelling winds very effectively transport the C2Hx from high944

altitudes to lower altitudes, increasing the local mole fractions in the mbar945
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Figure 15: (Top) The vertical wind profile from Fig. 12 (solid line), compared to an

assumed Gaussian wind profile with a peak magnitude of −10 cm s−1 (dotted line). (Bot-

tom) Same as Fig. 6, except the green curves represent the nominal pre-storm model, the

red curves represent the nominal post-storm model for the hot beacon core on May 4,

2011, and the dotted black curves represent this same beacon-core model, but now with

the dotted-line Gaussian vertical winds from the top panel included in the calculations.

Note that the model with downwelling winds produces a much better fit to the retrieved

post-storm species abundances (red squares).
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region. Note that because the unperturbed C2H2 mixing-ratio gradient in946

the mbar region is greater than that for C2H6 (see Fig. 15), the local C2H2947

abundance increases more significantly than that of C2H6 when the subsid-948

ing winds are included (recall Eq. 4). In contrast, the main effect of the949

winds on C2H4 is to “push” the local mixing-ratio peak downward, making950

it deeper but narrower. Note that because CH4 has a negative mixing-ratio951

gradient, the subsiding winds actually deplete the local CH4 mixing ratio952

in the mbar region, which in turn affects the retrieved temperatures. The953

results shown in Fig. 15 have been through one additional iteration in which954

we re-retrieved the thermal structure in the hot-beacon core using the initial955

wind-model species profiles as priors, and then we adopted the resulting re-956

trieved thermal structure for a final beacon model with the winds imposed.957

Additional tests indicated that further iterations were unnecessary because958

the retrieved temperatures and hydrocarbon abundances converged on the959

same solution. The new retrieved “wind-derived” thermal structure for the960

hot beacon core is cooler by ∼7 K at 1 mbar and warmer by ∼ 7 K at 5961

mbar; in essence, the winds shown in Fig. 15 caused the peak temperatures962

to migrate downward in altitude.963

The multiplicative factors by which the wind-model species vertical pro-964

files need to be scaled in order to reproduce the emission in the hot beacon965

core on May 4, 2011 are shown in Fig. 16. In comparison with our nominal966

hot-core model without winds, the wind model does a much better job of967

reproducing the amount of C2H2, C2H4, and C2H6 that is needed to explain968

the observed CIRS emission — scaling factors at the beacon core at 294.8◦969

System III longitude are all 1.0± 0.3 now for these species (cf. Figs. 7 & 16).970
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Figure 16: Retrievals of temperatures and hydrocarbon distributions as a function of lon-

gitude through the beacon core on May 4, 2011, following the technique used for Figure 7.

However, vertically subsiding winds were added to the photochemical model to produce the

predicted mixing ratio profiles that were scaled here to fit the CIRS observations. Several

model iterations with different assumed wind profiles were needed before we obtained mix-

ing ratio profiles that reproduced the CIRS emissions with only minimal (±30%) scalings

in the retrieval model.

The resulting beacon-center volume mixing ratios from the CIRS spectral971

retrievals using the wind model profiles as priors are (9.17± 0.11)× 10−7 for972

C2H2, (1.86 ± 0.23)× 10−8 for C2H4, and (8.19 ± 0.08)× 10−6 for C2H6 at973

2.4 mbar. The wind model actually predicts slightly too much C2H4 at the974

beacon core, and slightly too much C2H6, but not quite enough C2H2.975

Although not shown in Fig. 15, the middle-stratospheric mixing-ratio976

peaks for CH3C2H and C3H8 are simply pushed downward in the wind model,977

with the overall column abundance above 10 mbar increasing only slightly.978

For C4H2, the middle-stratospheric peak also migrates downward, but given979

that the mixing-ratio gradient in the mbar region is large for C4H2 in the un-980
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perturbed model, the downwelling winds cause a comparatively large factor981

of 4.5 increase in the C4H2 column abundance above 10 mbar in comparison982

with the nominal hot-beacon model without winds (or an overall increase of983

a factor of 2.2 in comparison with the cooler pre-storm column abundance).984

The subsiding winds also have an interesting effect on the oxygen species,985

whose source is external material deposited at high altitudes. In comparison986

with the pre-storm column abundances, the post-storm column abundance987

above 30 mbar has increased by a factor of 3.2 for CO2 and a factor of 8.5988

for H2O (which includes the contribution from evaporation).989

Judging from Fig. 16, however, it appears that the strong downwelling990

winds are not uniform across the beacon vortex, as the scale factors have991

apparent structure as a function of longitude (see also Fig. 7). Our wind992

model tends to notably overestimate the species’ abundances at longitudes993

away from the beacon center, except for an additional strong enhancement in994

C2H6 and C2H2 at 273◦ System III longitude. This feature at 273◦ longitude995

appears to be associated with a higher-altitude temperature increase (see996

Fig. 16a), suggesting that the strongest vertical winds were located both at997

273◦ and at the core 295◦ longitude at the time of the observations, but998

that the winds at 273◦ longitude may have been confined to higher altitudes999

than at the beacon core. Interestingly, the C2H4 longitudinal cross section1000

across the beacon does not show this same 273◦ feature, perhaps because the1001

C2H4 abundance is not predicted to increase much due to subsiding winds1002

in the ∼0.1 mbar region, whereas C2H2 and C2H6 are (see Fig. 15). The1003

narrower C2H4 central enhancement as a function of longitude better tracks1004

the temperature structure across the beacon at ∼1–5 mbar.1005
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In fact, further analysis of the retrievals of temperature profiles and1006

species abundances a function of latitude and longitude across the beacon1007

could potentially illuminate the details of the 3-D dynamics within the bea-1008

con vortex, which may in turn reveal the complex dynamical coupling that1009

was responsible for the stratospheric response in the first place. The prevail-1010

ing theory for the stratospheric beacon formation is that the tropospheric1011

convective plumes in the storm served as a source of upward-propagating1012

planetary waves and/or gravity waves that deposited energy and momentum1013

in the stratosphere (Fletcher et al., 2012); upwelling and divergence of air1014

on a rotating planet will naturally cause an anticyclonic vorticity, although1015

these waves may also have interacted with the mean flow in the stratosphere1016

to form the observed anticyclonic beacon vortices. Because we expect C2H61017

(and to a lesser extent C2H2) to be chemically stable in the beacon region,1018

even at elevated temperatures, C2H6 and potentially C2H2 could serve as1019

tracers of atmospheric vertical motions within the beacon(s), whereas C2H41020

is also strongly sensitive to temperatures. Assuming chemical stability, the1021

whole system could be potentially modeled with a 3-D mesoscale circulation1022

model, which could provide insights into the wind fields before and after the1023

storm event. Very little is currently known about stratospheric dynamics on1024

Saturn, and the response to the storm could be a fertile source of information1025

for the burgeoning stratospheric GCMs that are now being developed (e.g.,1026

Friedson and Moses, 2012; Guerlet et al., 2014).1027

An astute reader may notice that the original tendency of the model1028

to overestimate the pre-storm ethane mole fraction and to underestimate1029

the pre-storm acetylene mole fraction in comparison with the Cassini CIRS1030
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pre-storm data (see Figs. 4 & 6) is also still present (and even magnified)1031

in the post-storm models that include vertical winds, in comparison with1032

the post-storm CIRS data (see Figs. 13, 14, 15, & 16). Uncertainties in1033

the chemical mechanism are likely at fault for some part of this model-data1034

discrepancy, because the overall C2H2/C2H6 ratio is controlled in large part1035

by chemistry (Moses et al., 2005). The effect of seasonal variations in solar1036

insolation and/or dynamics due to large-scale stratospheric circulation may1037

also play a role (e.g., Moses and Greathouse, 2005; Hue et al., 2015; Friedson1038

and Moses, 2012) — neither of these effects were considered in the model1039

presented here. The fact that the Cassini CIRS limb observations of Guerlet1040

et al. (2009, 2010) indicate that our pre-storm model underestimates the1041

C2H6 abundance at high altitudes suggests that we may be underestimating1042

the vertical winds needed to carry sufficient amounts of C2H6 down to the1043

∼mbar region to explain the May 2011 beacon observations. However, given1044

the likely complicated 3-D nature of the problem and uncertainties in the1045

time scales over which the winds are operating, we do not further pursue 1-D1046

models to attempt to narrow down the necessary vertical wind magnitudes1047

for an assumed initial C2H6 vertical profile that follows the Guerlet et al.1048

(2009, 2010) retrieved profile.1049

5. Comparison with CIRS Spectra1050

In Fig. 17, we demonstrate how synthetic spectra generated from the pho-1051

tochemical model results compare with the CIRS beacon observations from1052

May 4, 2011. The green curves show the results from the pre-storm pho-1053

tochemical model. Although this model compares well with CIRS spectra1054
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Figure 17: CIRS spectra (dots with error bars) from May 4, 2011, averaged over ±5◦ longi-

tude surrounding the beacon core at 294.8◦W, and between 36− 43◦N latitude, compared

to a series of synthetic spectra. The red line shows emission based on our nominal hot

beacon-core model with no winds, and with no scaling of hydrocarbon profiles (see Fig. 6).

The black line is our best-fitting model for the beacon core (in this case from scaling the

hydrocarbon profiles with the beacon-center scaling factors shown in Fig. 16, associated

with the predictions of the photochemical model that considers the Gaussian downwelling

wind profile from Fig. 15); the blue line shows emission based on this same wind model,

but with no scaling of hydrocarbon profiles. The green line is the best fitting pre-storm

model for latitude 40◦N. The purple line shows emission based on this same pre-storm

model, but with temperatures matching those retrieved from the beacon, to demonstrate

that (i) temperature variations alone cannot provide a good fit the hydrocarbon emission

features and that (ii) ethylene experiences the largest differences in emission based on

temperature-dependent chemistry alone (i.e., difference between the red and purple lines).
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acquired 4–5 months before the 2010 storm event, the predicted molecu-1055

lar emission features clearly fall far short of the observed intensities in the1056

beacon — illustrating why the high-temperature air masses were nicknamed1057

“beacons” in the first place. The purple curves show the synthetic emission1058

assuming that the molecular abundances remain at these pre-storm model1059

values, but assuming that the temperature profile follows that from the CIRS1060

retrievals from the May 4, 2011 beacon core. From a comparison of the1061

purple-curve emission intensity with that of the observations, one can see1062

that the increased temperatures alone cannot explain the observed emission1063

intensities in the C2Hx molecular bands. The beacon is clearly characterized1064

by both increased temperatures and increased C2Hx abundances. The red1065

curve shows the predicted emission from our hot-beacon core model with no1066

vertical winds (e.g., see Fig. 6). The temperature-dependent chemistry in the1067

beacon region has led to an increase in the C2H4 abundance in this model,1068

but the emission in the C2H4 band near 950 cm−1 is still clearly underpre-1069

dicted. Similarly, because the photochemical model predicts little change1070

in the C2H2 and C2H6 abundances due to high-temperature chemistry in1071

the beacon, there is little difference between the red and purple synthetic1072

emission curves for these species.1073

The blue curves in Fig. 17 represent the synthetic spectra predicted from1074

our hot-beacon core model with the Gaussian-profile downwelling winds de-1075

scribed in Fig. 15. This wind-aided model clearly provides a much better1076

fit to the data, although the model slightly underpredicts the C2H2 emission1077

and slightly overpredicts the C2H4 and C2H6 emission. The best fit (black1078

curves) occurs when we allow NEMESIS to scale the hydrocarbon profiles1079
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by the scale factors at the beacon-center longitude, shown in Fig. 16. Note1080

that our favored wind profile is by no means unique; other wind profiles that1081

consider winds of roughly −10 cm s−1 in the ∼0.1–0.3 mbar region produce1082

similar results. However, from a comparison of the red and blue curves with1083

the observational data it is clear here that both high-temperature chemistry1084

and strong downwelling winds are needed to reproduce the C2Hx emission1085

features observed in the beacon in May 2011.1086

6. Conclusions1087

Although Saturn’s gigantic northern-hemisphere storm of 2010-2011 gen-1088

erated obvious changes in tropospheric cloud structure and dynamics in the1089

weeks and months following the outburst (Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2011, 2012;1090

Sayanagi et al., 2013), the more unexpected consequence has been a radi-1091

cal and long-lived change in the dynamics, energetics, and chemistry of the1092

stratosphere. Detailed analyses of these stratospheric changes can shed new1093

light on the complex coupling of physical and chemical processes throughout1094

the atmosphere.1095

We have used a photochemical model to track the expected evolution of1096

the stratospheric hydrocarbon and oxygen species in the anticyclonic vortex1097

“beacons” that formed in Saturn’s northern-hemisphere stratosphere after1098

the eruption of this massive storm system. We start from a fully converged1099

1-D stratospheric photochemical model for the appropriate northern mid-1100

latitude region, and then allow the temperature and density structure in1101

the model to change with time as described by the Fletcher et al. (2012)1102

Cassini/CIRS observational retrievals of the thermal structure within the1103
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initial beacon “B1” and the final single beacon “B0” after the two initial1104

beacons merged sometime in April 2011. From our photochemical models1105

that consider the increased temperatures in the beacon but no corresponding1106

changes in the dynamics of the region, we obtain the following results:1107

• The beacon models predict a large factor of 7 increase in the C2H4 mole1108

fraction in a localized middle-stratospheric peak centered at ∼0.4 mbar1109

within 5 months of the storm onset, resulting solely from the increased1110

temperatures within the beacon regions (see Fig. 6).1111

• The large predicted increase in C2H4 in our models is caused by the1112

strong temperature dependence of the reaction C2H3 + H2 → C2H4 +1113

H. Although laboratory measurements of the rate coefficient for this re-1114

action are challenging at room temperature and below, more definitive1115

information at low temperatures is needed before we can make quanti-1116

tative predictions regarding the expected C2H4 abundance in the bea-1117

con, and before we can fully understand C2H4 chemistry both within1118

Saturn’s beacon regions and at ambient conditions on all the giant1119

planets.1120

• In contrast to C2H4, our photochemical models predict little or no1121

change in the stratospheric mixing ratios of the longer-lived hydrocar-1122

bons C2H2, C2H6, and C3H8 due to the beacon-temperature increase1123

alone, whereas the mixing ratios of the less chemically stable species1124

CH3C2H and C4H2 decrease with time in the ∼10–10−2 mbar region as1125

a result of the elevated temperatures (see also Cavalié et al., 2015).1126

• Constituents that condense in Saturn’s lower stratosphere, such as1127
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C4H2, C6H6, and H2O (the latter from external sources) exhibit strong1128

increases in abundance in the beacons at pressures greater than a few1129

mbar due to the evaporation of icy aerosols.1130

• The evaporation of C4H2-bearing ices is a particularly interesting result1131

and could lead to a large local “spike” in the gas-phase C4H2 abundance1132

at depth because the in situ production of C4H2 has made condensed1133

C4H2 a major local sink of carbon in the pre-storm model, and conver-1134

sion back to C2H2 and other hydrocarbons once the C4H2 evaporates1135

is not instantaneous. The predicted clearing of the lower-stratospheric1136

hazes (which are optically thin under normal undisturbed conditions)1137

may be observable when the beacon features are near the planetary1138

limb.1139

• The increased temperatures alone in the beacon cannot explain the1140

C2Hx band emission intensities observed by Cassini CIRS in May 2011,1141

just after the beacon merger. Our beacon model with the temperature1142

increase alone (and no winds) underestimates the C2H4 abundance in1143

the hot central core of the beacon on May 4, 2011 by a factor of ∼3.5,1144

and underestimates the abundance of C2H2 and C2H6 by factors of1145

∼7.5 and ∼2, respectively (see Fig. 7).1146

• If the inferred beacon increases in the abundance of C2H2, C2H4, and1147

C2H6 (see also Hesman et al., 2012, 2014) were due to chemistry alone,1148

the carbon would have had to have originated in CH4, as methane is1149

the only local source of carbon large enough to explain the observed in-1150

creases (e.g., Figs. 6 & 7). We could identify no temperature-dependent1151
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loss reaction for CH4 in the middle stratosphere that is effective enough1152

on the time scales involved to produce the observed increase in C2Hx1153

hydrocarbon abundances. We therefore conclude that vertical winds are1154

contributing to the observed hydrocarbon increases in Saturn’s beacon1155

regions.1156

Our results considering the effects of temperature changes alone are qualita-1157

tively consistent with those of Cavalié et al. (2015), except that we predict1158

a larger increase in the C2H4 abundance (our factor of 7 versus their fac-1159

tor of ∼3), and Cavalié et al. do not mention effects due to evaporation of1160

lower-stratospheric aerosols.1161

In Section 4.5, we demonstrate that the observed increase in C2H2, C2H4,1162

and C2H6 in the beacon is best explained both by altered chemistry due1163

to the increased beacon temperatures and by strong descent of air in the1164

middle stratosphere within the beacon. We also discuss the magnitude of1165

the subsiding winds that are implied by the observations. The main results1166

from our photochemical models that include vertical winds in the merged1167

beacon are the following:1168

• Downwelling winds of order −10 cm s−1 in the ∼0.1–0.3 mbar region1169

are needed to carry the necessary amounts of C2H2 and C2H6 from1170

higher altitudes, where the primary chemical production regions reside1171

and where the C2H2 and C2H6 mixing ratios are larger, to the ∼1–51172

mbar pressure region, where the C2Hx mixing ratios were observed to1173

increase.1174

• When we include downwelling winds of the appropriate magnitude in1175
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our 1-D photochemical model, the resulting C2H2, C2H4, and C2H61176

profiles are within 30% of the abundances needed to reproduce the1177

observed CIRS emission within the core of the merged beacon on May1178

4, 2011 (see Figs. 15 & 16).1179

• The resulting volume mixing ratios derived from CIRS spectral re-1180

trievals from the observations of the beacon center on May 4, 20111181

are (9.17 ± 0.11)× 10−7 for C2H2, (1.86 ± 0.23)× 10−8 for C2H4, and1182

(8.19± 0.08)× 10−6 for C2H6 at 2.4 mbar.1183

• The corresponding inferred abundance increases above pre-storm values1184

are a factor of 7.6 for C2H2 and 2.2 for C2H6 based on CIRS observa-1185

tions alone, and a factor of ∼25 for C2H4 based on the pre-storm pho-1186

tochemical model in comparison with CIRS beacon observations (i.e,1187

C2H4 was not detected in the CIRS observations before the storm).1188

• Because the unperturbed CH4 mixing-ratio gradient decreases with1189

height due to molecular diffusion in the upper stratosphere, the down-1190

welling winds cause a depletion of CH4 within the beacon model (see1191

Fig. 15). This tendency complicates retrievals of the thermal structure1192

within the beacon, given that using the observed emission within the ν41193

band of methane is a typical way of deriving the stratospheric temper-1194

atures — one can no longer assume that the CH4 mixing-ratio profile1195

is well known within the beacon, and model-data iterations are needed1196

to ensure a consistent solution in terms of both the temperature and1197

hydrocarbon profiles.1198

• The subsiding wind can also affect oxygen species like CO2 and H2O,1199
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whose source is presumed to be external to the planet (Feuchtgruber1200

et al., 1997, 1999; Moses et al., 2000b; Bergin et al., 2000; Hartogh1201

et al., 2011; Fleshman et al., 2012). Our model that includes down-1202

welling winds predicts a factor 3.2 and 8.5 increase, respectively, in the1203

column abundance of CO2 and H2O above 30 mbar in comparison with1204

the pre-storm model abundances. These predictions are testable with1205

further analysis of CIRS observations of hydrocarbons and CO2 within1206

the beacon region (e.g., Hesman et al., 2014) and of H2O in the bea-1207

con from longer wavelength Herschel and Cassini observations (e.g.,1208

Cavalié et al., 2012; Bjoraker et al., 2014).1209

• Our photochemical model with winds included also predicts a factor of1210

2.2 increase in the column abundance of C4H2 above 10 mbar, but only1211

a minor increase in the column abundances of C3H8 and CH3C2H.1212

• As with the photochemical model without winds, our wind model pre-1213

dicts that evaporation of icy C4H2, H2O, and C6H6 aerosols in the1214

lower stratosphere at the elevated beacon temperatures should cause a1215

localized clearing or thinning of the stratospheric haze. The predicted1216

increased gas-phase abundances in the lower stratosphere due to evap-1217

oration of these aerosols are likely too deep to affect the CIRS emission1218

spectra, but the clearing of the stratospheric aerosol layer may affect1219

the scattering behavior in Cassini visible and ultraviolet images (and at1220

near-infrared wavelengths in regions where methane strongly absorbs),1221

particularly at high phase angles, and the increased C4H2 abundance1222

at depth may affect the ultraviolet spectra within the beacon region,1223
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in comparison with regions outside the beacon. These potential effects1224

are worth further investigation.1225

Our model results were compared only with the Cassini CIRS observa-1226

tions. Our resulting inferred vertical profile for C2H4 from our wind-aided1227

model differs from that derived by Hesman et al. (2012) for the May 20111228

beacon from observations both from Cassini/CIRS (see Fig. 8) and from1229

ground-based observations with the Celeste instrument. However, both anal-1230

yses predict a similar C2H4 mole fraction at the ∼2 mbar region, where the1231

contribution function for the C2H4 emission band has a maximum. The1232

C2H4 emission from the 2.5 cm−1 resolution CIRS data are less sensitive to1233

the higher-altitude ∼0.5 mbar region where Hesman et al. (2012) derive a1234

large localized maximum in the C2H4 mixing-ratio. Our solution does not re-1235

quire such a large peak; however, it remains to be seen whether our preferred1236

C2H4 profile is consistent with the higher-spectral-resolution Celeste obser-1237

vations of Hesman et al. (2012). Future investigations comparing our model1238

predictions with the Celeste data and with other ground-based high-spectral-1239

resolution observations, such as those obtained with the TEXES instrument1240

(e.g., Fouchet et al., 2013), would provide useful tests of the models. Note1241

that the very large peak abundance (volume mixing ratio of nearly 10−5) at1242

∼0.1 mbar from the Hesman et al. (2012) Celeste retrieval (see their Fig. 5)1243

would be particularly difficult to explain photochemically, as C2H4 photo-1244

chemical production in that pressure region is not very strong, and subsiding1245

winds cannot explain such an abundance because the high-altitude C2H41246

mixing ratios never reach such large values.1247

Our model provides a solution consistent with known physical and chem-1248
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ical principles, within the limitations of model parameter uncertainties. Our1249

conclusion that the air within the beacon is subsiding is reasonable for an-1250

ticyclonic vortices, but the magnitude of the necessary downwelling is larger1251

than is expected based on the observed increased temperatures if adiabatic1252

compression were responsible for the heating (see Section 4.5 and Eq. 7). A1253

−10 cm s−1 downwelling wind is also much larger than typical stratospheric1254

subsiding winds on Earth or those predicted for the giant planets due to1255

residual (diabatic) circulation (e.g., Andrews et al., 1987; Conrath et al.,1256

1990; Friedson and Moses, 2012). However, some apparently similar extreme1257

downwellings do occur in the middle atmospheres of terrestrial planets. For1258

example, from temperature measurements from solar and stellar occultations1259

with the SPICAV/SOIR spectrometers on Venus Express , Bertaux et al.1260

(2007) inferred a downwelling wind of −43 cm s−1 on the night side of Venus1261

at 90–100 km as a result of the subsolar-to-antisolar flow in the Venus upper1262

atmosphere. Another example is the so-called “stratospheric sudden warm-1263

ing” (SSW) events on Earth (e.g., Matsuno, 1971; Andrews et al., 1987),1264

where descent rates as large as −1 to −5 cm s−1 have been inferred in the1265

middle atmosphere (e.g., Holt et al., 2013; Bailey et al., 2014). These SSW1266

events are marked by very rapid temperature increases in the high-latitude1267

winter hemisphere caused by enhanced downwelling. The downwelling in1268

turn is triggered by the dissipation of large-amplitude, planetary-scale waves1269

that are generated in the troposphere and propagate upwards to the strato-1270

sphere, where they interact with the mean zonal flow, causing deceleration1271

and even reversal of the polar-night jet that surrounds the polar vortex. Al-1272

though the Saturn beacons are not high-latitude features, they too may have1273
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been caused by upward-propagating storm-generated waves interacting with1274

the mean stratospheric circulation (e.g., Fletcher et al., 2012).1275

Future work should include 3-D dynamical modeling of the beacon sys-1276

tems. The Saturn storm beacons are inherently 3-D dynamical phenomena1277

that would be best studied with mesoscale circulation models, particularly in1278

terms of investigating how the anticyclonic stratospheric vortices formed and1279

evolved in the months following the 2010 tropospheric convective outburst.1280

Given the chemical stability of C2H6, and to a lesser extent C2H2, these1281

species could act as useful tracers to diagnose winds within the beacon —1282

their chemistry over the lifetime of the beacon can be ignored to first order.1283

The stratospheric beacons were an intriguing and unexpected consequence1284

of the gigantic 2010-2011 convective outburst on Saturn. Studying the un-1285

derlying factors controlling the evolution of the beacon temperatures and1286

chemical-constituent abundances can further our knowledge of dynamical1287

coupling between the troposphere and stratosphere, the mean wind fields1288

within the unperturbed and perturbed stratosphere, the energetics and long-1289

term energy balance of the atmosphere, and the dominant chemical processes1290

both within the unperturbed and beacon stratospheric environments.1291
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